
Performance™ Series Thermostats
Programmable and Non-Programmable

Introducing Powerful Innovations in Comfort Control

Willis Carrier invented air conditioning in 1902. Over 100 years later, we’re proud to say Carrier® systems are trusted in more
homes than any other brand.

Carrier continues to be on the forefront of innovative engineering and unsurpassed standards of excellence. So when
choosing a home comfort system, you’ll want to turn to the experts. Your Carrier dealer will evaluate your home, such as
window placement and size, ductwork, other structural specifics and lifestyle to provide a customized indoor comfort plan
designed specifically for you. And when you have an expert helping you make an educated decision, you’re going to feel
more comfortable. 

“Welcome” Screen

“Schedule” Screen

Turn to the Experts

ExP® Enabled Sample Screen Shots

A member of the United Technologies Corporation family.
Stock Symbol UTX.

© Carrier Corporation 2010 01-TSTAT-018-25

Manufacturer reserves the right to discontinue, or change at any time, specifications or designs without
notice or without incurring obligations.
Models: TP-PRH, TP-PAC, TP-PHP, TP-NRH, TP-NAC, TP-NHP

www.carrier.com 1-800-CARRIER

ExP® technology is another
Carrier first, making it possible
for you to use a digital memory
card to program your thermostat
on a personal computer. Follow
the on-screen instructions, insert
the card back into the
thermostat, and you're done! Programming your daily schedule is as easy as clicking and dragging with ExP software.

TM

Large, 
Easy-to-View 
LCD Display

Less Than 1" Thick
(Actual Size

Shown)

ExP 

Expansion Port

The Innovative
Edge® Thermostat Performance™ Series programmable thermostats can be programmed

at the thermostat or at your computer. The choice is yours. Every
configuration decision you can make at your thermostat can also be
done on your computer.

Ease of Use
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Power – State-of-the-art
technology lets your thermostat
control every aspect of your
home's comfort, including
humidity levels. 

Display – Large, illuminated
displays make it easier than ever
to monitor your home's comfort.

Appearance – The ultra-slim
profile and decorator colors
turn your thermostat into a
home fashion accessory. It's
an industry first!

Touch 'N' Go – Buttons let you
tell the non-programmable
thermostat if you're home, away,
or asleep. Energy savings without
a time schedule. 
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TechnologyThings to Consider Before You Buy
Comfort

● ExP® memory card for personal 
computer programming

● Customized settings for all seven days 
of the week

● Four daily time periods for more 
temperature options

● Personalized humidity settings 

● Vacation programming for optimum 
energy efficiency

● Filter, UV lamp, humidifier pad,       
replacement reminders

● Large illuminated display highlighting 
inside temperature, outside temperature
and time

The Performance™ Series non-programmable Edge model features:

● One-button “Touch 'N' Go” settings 
for home, away, and sleep

● Personalized humidity settings 

● Easy one button temperature 
setting changes

● Large, easy-to-read illuminated display

The exciting new Edge programmable thermostats feature state-of-the-art technology that
makes it easier than ever for you to keep your home comfortable. What's more, with a unique,
ultra-thin profile and a selection of attractive interchangeable doors, these are easily the most
decorator-friendly thermostats available. Designed to be as smart - and smart-looking - as any
of the other electronics in your home, both Edge thermostat models offer comfort options to fit
your lifestyle - not anybody else's.

Edge with Decorator Door Options

Press one Touch 'N' Go™ button - home, away or sleep - to tell your
non-programmable thermostat where you'll be so it adjusts your home's
temperature accordingly. It's the ideal solution for somebody who prefers
different comfort settings for different lifestyle situations, but doesn't want a
programmable thermostat.

To the original owner, the Carrier® Performance™ Series thermostat is covered
by a 10-year parts limited warranty upon timely registration of your new
equipment. Ask your Carrier dealer about optional extended warranties,
which may include labor.

*Warranty period is five-years if not registered within 90 days. Jurisdictions where warranty benefits
cannot be conditioned on registration will automatically receive a 10-year parts limited warranty. See
warranty certificate at carrier.com for complete details.

Limited Warranty

Carrier® Systems for Unmatched Performance

Humidifier replenishes
moisture to dry air.

Evaporator Coil allows the
refrigerant to absorb heat
from the air as it passes
over the coil surface. The
evaporator coil is located
with the indoor unit and is
also referred to as the
indoor coil.

Furnace provides reliable,
high efficiency heating for
long-lasting comfort and
energy savings. Available in
high efficiency gas- and 
oil-based fuel sources.

Air Purifier improves air
quality by removing harmful
and irritating airborne 
pollutants from your home.

Air Conditioner
provides reliable, ultra
high efficiency cooling
for long-lasting comfort
and energy savings. 

Edge® - allows precise
temperature control and
programmable features
to further customize
your comfort.

Zoning sets different
temperatures for up to
eight different areas of
your home for truly
customized comfort
and enhanced utility
savings.

Ventilator combines
fresh outdoor air with
conditioned indoor air
for improved air quality
and maximum efficiency
– great for today’s
tightly constructed home. 

Ultraviolet Germicidal
Lamp inhibits the growth of
contaminants on the indoor
coil, leaving your home with
cleaner, fresher indoor air.

Specifications
Non-Programmable Humidify/ HYBRID Daylight Clock IAQ Auto Keypad Security Setpoint Smart
Thermostats Edge® ExP® Touch ‘N’ Go™ Dehumidify HEAT® Program Backlighting Savings Time Back-Up Reminders Changeover Lockout Levels Limiting Recovery

Performance™ Series ✓ ✓ ✓* ✓* ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 3 ✓

Comfort™ Series ✓ ✓ ✓ 1 ✓
Base

All configurations are permanently stored on thermostat memory.
* Humidify, Dehumidify and HYBRID HEAT® function available on TP-PRH and TP-NRH models.

Programmable Humidify/ HYBRID Daylight Clock IAQ Auto Keypad Security Setpoint Smart
Thermostats Edge® ExP® Touch ‘N’ Go™ Dehumidify HEAT® Program Backlighting Savings Time Back-Up Reminders Changeover Lockout Levels Limiting Recovery

Performance™ Series ✓ ✓ ✓* ✓* 7-day ✓ ✓ 24 hrs ✓ ✓ ✓ 4 ✓ ✓

Comfort™ Series ✓ 5-2 day ✓ 8 hrs ✓ ✓ 1 ✓ ✓
Base 5-2 day ✓

All configurations are permanently stored on thermostat memory.
* Humidify, Dehumidify and HYBRID HEAT® function available on TP-PRH and TP-NRH models.

Programmable

Non-Programmable

10
YEAR
LIMITED

WARRANTY
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The Carrier® Performance™ Series Edge® thermostats are
offered in the programmable and non-programmable versions.
Enjoy greater energy savings with the Performance™
programmable models if your lifestyle follows a predictable
daily schedule. The Performance™ non-programmable is an
ideal choice for a lifestyle that doesn’t follow a set schedule
every day. You can still enjoy the same energy savings with the
Carrier exclusive Touch ‘N’ Go™ feature.

The Carrier Performance™ Series Edge programmable
thermostat offers the most advanced - and flexible - comfort
programming options available:

With our new Touch ‘N’ Go thermostats, maximizing your home
comfort is common sense. With intuitive push button controls,
Carrier’s programmable thermostats have removed the complexities
from home comfort.

Say “bye-bye” to unnecessary heating and cooling costs while you’re
out for the day. Even if you’re not home to feel if the heat or air is on,
it seems like you feel it in your wallet. But thanks to our user-friendly
Touch ‘N’ Go thermostats, it’s easy to stop kicking yourself for not
setting back the temperature while you’re away for the day or sleeping.

Rest easy with the worry-free way to enjoy maximum comfort and
maximum energy savings all day, every day. Make your home a place
of relaxation where there is no too hot or too cold, but only just right.

Gold Luster Saddlebrush Onyx

QuartzNatural GrainEspresso
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